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A NOTE FROM THE PROVOST
Serving God in a Neuroplast ic World
I?m neither a
neuroscientist nor a
developmental
psychologist, but I?m
convinced, based on
the work of those
who are, that we tend
to underestimate the
challenge before us as
those charged by God
to work in higher education.
One of the powerful features of the
human brain is its ability to be ?wired?
and ?rewired?in response to the needs
and challenges of life. We call this
process ?learning,?but it involves much
more than simply grasping and
remembering new facts. Our brain is a
complex network, with over 100 billion
neurons, that helps us build a ?model?or
?world view?of how the world works
and how we fit into it. We have learned
in recent years, if not before, how
different these models can be from
person to person or group to group.
We speak often these days about
diversity, usually in terms of race,
ethnicity, gender, and nationality, but
behind these variations in human
identity and experience is a more
profound reality, namely, that because
of our different neuroplastic responses
to diverse situations and contexts, we?re
not only different in terms of our social
identities but also, and profoundly, in
terms of our individual viewpoints.

Every single person is, quite literally,
unique and special in their perceptions
of the world we live in. What does this
mean for us, who live and serve God in
higher education at the dawn of the 21st
century?
First, it means, at a social level, that
certain groups and generations of
persons, with different kinds of
experiences, will tend to develop
neuroplastically in response to the same
issues and challenges. When we
consider the incoming Freshman
students of 2020, for example, we must
remember that their neural networks
developed within a socially-networked
world, in which their brains were
bombarded by messages from friends
and news in ways no one in history has
ever experienced. None of us from an
earlier generation can fully appreciate
the developmental effect this must have
had on their neurological and hence
psychological formations. I?m not
prepared, as some are, to assume that
the effects were entirely negative, but
there?s no question that the younger
generations are struggling more with
mental illness than has been true in the
past. Our brains, which developed over
millions of years in relation to a fairly
slow-moving world, are probably far
over-taxed by these modern burdens.
Consequently, our view of education
and learning, and also of psychological
support, for students must attend to
differences that we can barely imagine
unless we?ve lived through it.

Secondly, it means that we must attend,
more than ever, to a growing awareness
that each student is different, not only
those from recent generations of
students but also from earlier, let us say,
more ?seasoned?generations. Each
person learns differently, faces
challenges differently, and processes
information and experiences differently.
We?ve become accustomed over the last
few decades, by necessity of cost and
resource, to use the methods of ?mass
production?in our instructional
approaches, teaching large groups of
students with the same materials and
using the same basic strategies. Better
approaches would be more adaptive to
individual needs by shaping our
presentations of material and learning
experiences to meet the student at their
preparation point. In my next Pathways,
I?ll try to explain how, I believe, we can
use technology to create more adaptive
learning experiences for our students.
Third ? all of this means that in our
working together, we?ll be more
effective and enjoy each other more if
we try to appreciate how really different
the world looks, or can look, to our
neighbor. By applying the God-given
benefits of neuroplasticity to our work
and relationships, we can leverage and
enjoy differences rather than live in
frustration with them. Difference is here
to stay. We might as well get used to it
and learn how to love it!
Just some thoughts today.
Kent

VERSE OF THE M ONTH
Let us acknowledge the LORD;
let us press on to acknowledge him.
As surely as the sun rises,
he will appear;
he will come to us like the winter rains,
like the spring rains that water the earth.

(Hosea 6:3)

CTLT NEW S
- Missed our Faculty Lunch Sessions
this fall? Fear not! We recorded all of
them:
ZOOM UPDATES: WAITING ROOM
AND CLOUD RECORDING

NOVEM BER SHOUT OUT
Shout Out to...

Damona W ilson!
Being the Director of a college Health Center requires a lot of coordination,
organization, and planning. But over this last semester, Covid-19 has added a
plethora of new challenges! Fortunately, Eastern's Health Center Director, Nurse
Damona Wilson, has risen to those challenges. Damona has gone above and
beyond when needed, putting in long hours and checking on students over
weekends. She continually assessed quarantine and isolation for ways to improve
services, working hard to ensure students had food and clean spaces. She is
dedicated and committed to protecting our student community, staying on top of
the lastest Covid prevention protocols and keeping everyone informed.

Nursing is a ministry for Damona, and her
supervisor describes her as thoughtful,
strategic, and caring. Thank you Damona
for your dedication to the health and
safety of our students!

SETTING UP GROUPS IN DISCUSSION
BOARD
BRIGHTSPACE RUBRICS: HOW-TO
As always, you can view the entirety of
our CTLT love-in-the-time-of-COVID
videos here and
all training archives here.
- Preparing for remote final exams? If
you are planning to use Respondus
for exam proctoring, be sure that
you have already surveyed your
students to make sure that they
have access to a laptop at home.
Remember that Chromebooks do
not work with Respondus.
- Can't find your Spring 2021 courses
on Brightspace? Use the waffle icon
to search for them if you do not
initially see them on your list.
- Haven't taken FDC 150? If you are
scheduled to teach online/hybrid in
spring, you will need to complete the
training by January 8th. Please
email rgidjuni@eastern.edu to be
added to the course if you do not see
it on your list.
- Considering a new laptop for you or
yours this Christmas? We have a
new Eastern University link with
discounts through Dell for anyone
connected to the Eastern
community: www.dell.com/eastern

CITY AVENUE STUDENT: A STORY OF PERSEVERANCE
Like most of Eastern?s non-traditional undergraduate students, Vernetta Scruggs
is balancing parenthood and work with earning her degree. With three children
(ages fifteen, ten, and one-and-a-half) and a full-time job as an assistant second
grade teacher, Vernetta was already doing it all...when her entire family tested
positive for COVID-19.
?This was tough!?Vernetta said, ?Having to quarantine, to separate from my
children placing them all in different spaces throughout my small apartment, was
difficult.?Vernetta cared for her children while she struggled to get well, barely
having the strength to get out of bed. To compound the tragedy, her fiance lost his
mother that same week, and the family was not able to attend the funeral.
Vernetta?s ability to get through COVID is a testament to the strength and
resilience of Eastern?s non-traditional students - and to their faith. ?There is no
way I could have survived all of life's curve-balls without God's grace and favor
upon my life,?she said. Her family is now healthy and doing well.
Student life offers lessons inside and outside the classroom. From her experience
this term, Vernetta said she has learned the importance of taking a break, saying
?It's hard to pour from an empty cup. I need to make sure that I am ok so that I'm
able to care for others. Also, I am sometimes too hard on myself, so I have to give
myself grace when necessary. I am trusting the process of this journey, and I'm
sure God will cause me to come out on top!?

M ARKETING UPDATES

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND
LEADERSHIP

Fine Art s Video:
Eastern?s Music, Dance, and Theatre programs shape
students to flourish both professionally and personally.
To highlight our incredible Fine & Performing Arts Dept,
our marketing team gathered some beautiful footage
along with several insightful interviews from current
students, an alum, and the chair of the department.

Fall Magazine:

Congratulations to...
Dr. Kat hy-Ann Hernandez, Professor
and Co-chair of the PhD in
Organizational Leadership
department, for her appointment (by
Philadelphia Mayor Jim Kenney) to
The Commission on Faith-Based and
Interfaith Affairs! The MCFBIA
provides ?guidance and consultations
to [Philadelphia] City departments and
agencies, with the goal of promoting
greater access by all residents to City
resources and available services. It will
also encourage residents?
contributions to the quality of civic
life.?

The Fall 2020 edition of EASTERN Magazine has been sent to the printer and will
be hitting mailboxes soon! We?re so excited to share this issue with you ? keep an
eye out for a copy in your campus mailbox.

ESPERANZA ALUM

MSN Video:
Our new MSN video features an interview from
Maria Marziano ?22, an EU alum and future MSN
Nurse Educator grad. Maria reflects on how EU's
MSN program prepares graduates to transform
health and nursing education, all while
conveniently fitting into her busy lifestyle. Special
thanks to Prof. Shaub and Prof. Watson for their
help and resources, as well as several BSN
students for acting in additional lab footage!

?Humans of EU?Social Media Campaign:
Every student here at Eastern has a unique story, and
we?re here to help tell it! Our goal with this ?Humans of
EU?campaign is to highlight students within our own EU
community. Our goal is to listen to them, share their
dreams, passions, and stories, all while reminding our
community just how inspiring our students are!
?I chose English asmy major
so I can teach othershow to
advocate for themselves
through writing??
(Jaimie Dixon ?21 )

Visit #myeasternu on Instagram
to read more stories from our students.

2 New Pandora/ Spot ify Ads:
We continue to run Pandora & Spotify ads each month. This month, the marketing
team created 2 new Spotify Ads: A Nursing Programs Overview ad and ?I Chose
Eastern Because? ?for GPS students, featuring several EU employees and many of
the reasons students choose EU.
List en here: Nursing Ad | ?I Chose Eastern Because...?

Dr. David Hurtado shares that
Esperanza College Digital
Communication alumnus Anderson
Uribe is working at NBC-Telemundo as
a production assistant in the News
Department. Anderson came to
Esperanza with the dream of
becoming a reporter. He started
working at NBC-Telemundo in
Philadelphia during the pandemic
through doors opened up by
Esperanza. This Fall he also started
collaborating with Impacto Media
writing articles and doing some on
camera video work. The next step is
his bachelor's degree which he hopes
to start at Esperanza College next fall,
as he works
toward making
his dream a
reality and
helps share the
voice of the
Hispanic
community!

ENROLLM ENT UPDATES

SPOTLIGHT

GPS: GPS is continuing to outpace
enrollment performance for the Spring
2021 class starts! We are feeling
confident that our shift to a virtual
learning environment for all programs
has made this possible. Additionally, we
have added a new team member to the
GPS team. Her name is Madison Mazza,
and she will be working closely with our
graduate CBL programs as well as our
Nursing and Data Science programs. If
you see her around (in person or
virtually), please say hello! (Learn more
about Maddy in this month's
"Spotlight"!)

We shine the spotlight on...

Trad: The trad team has been hard at
work running virtual events and
individual in person visits this fall. We've
loved hosting a more intimate,
personalized visit experience for
prospective students and families this
semester and look forward to
continuing to shepherd in our Fall 2021
class. We have especially enjoyed
working with our Student
Ambassadors, who have been a light to
our department, serving as a constant
reminder about why we do the good
work we're doing. We were sad to see
them go at the end of the semester but
are excited to welcome them back in the
spring!

Madison Mazza
Enrollment Counselor
After graduating from college, Maddy
searched high and low for a career
opportunity and ended up on Eastern's
website. As she explored what Eastern
had to offer, she instantly fell in
love...with the campus, the Christian
based beliefs of Faith, Reason, and
Justice, and the community feel. She was
especially moved by the ?Courage?
stories.
Maddy's full name is Madison Manzi
Marcellina Mazza, making her initials
M.M.M.M. Her family consists of her
loving Mom and Dad, one older and one
younger sister, three dogs, and two cats.
She loves tumbling, flipping, and being
upside down! She also enjoys calligraphy
and doodling, as well as teaching herself
new things. Recently she has been trying
to learn a few songs on the piano and ukulele. Maddy attends LCBC (Lives
Changed By Christ), currently via online services, but she does love to attend in
person whenever possible.
You may be surprised to learn that Maddy eats cookies everyday for breakfast
(Chips Ahoy Chunky Chocolate Chip in the Brown Package), and she loves
Christmas, so you could consider her part Elf!
Welcome Madison! We're so glad you landed here!

ZOOM RECORDINGS
When recording Zoom sessions with your students and/or
lectures via Zoom, are you frustrated that your video box
appears over your Powerpoint slides, covering up
important information?CTLT has a solution!

1. Open Zoom on your computer and click on this menu
(see left). Then, select "Preferences".

2. Under "Recording," check this box (see below). The next
time you record, it will place the videos adjacent to the
Powerpoint slides so that students can view all shared
information.

FINANCIAL AID NEW S
The 2021-2022 Financial Aid
Packages are on their way to
students! Each new EU student will
receive their first Award Letter via US
Mail. All subsequent new student
award packages, and award packages
for returning students, will be issued
via an email notification so they can
view them on their my.Eastern.edu
portal. Please help us in making sure
students:
- know what the myEastern portal is
- have their username and password
to log in
- have their correct info in the
computer system
(Social Security Number,
DOB, address, etc.)
- know how to contact Financial Aid
with aid questions
(finaid@eastern.edu or
610-225-5102)
The above reminders will assist us in
being able to get students their
complete Financial Aid package in a
timely manner. Thank you for all that
you do to recruit, engage, and retain
students for EU!
November News @the HUB

HAVE A BLESSED CHRISTM AS!

